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European water label scheme
Many of our products are registered with the 
Water Label scheme. The scheme identifies 
water saving products, that when istalled and 
used correctly, will use less water, saving energy 
and money. The Water Label is used across 
Europe for most bathroom products.

The Water Regulations Advisory Scheme (WRAS) 
specialises in certifying all products using drinking 
water. Throughout the brochure we have featured 
the details for WRAS approved products.

l/min0.00

Throughout our brochure we have used the one-line 
version of the label as shown above, the flow rate 
classification is measured at 3 bar pressure.

TYPE OF 
MEASUREMENT

PERFORMANCE 
BANDS

ACTUAL 
CAPACITY OR 
PERFORMANCE 
OF THE 
PRODUCT



Carmen 
Bathroom Collection
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Designed in 1946, updated with today’s best technology.  
Carmen WCs integrate the most innovative technologies and materials in the design of bathroom spaces.

The WCs have a new optimised design 
to provide greater hygiene.
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RIMLESS

EASIER TO CLEAN
Smooth interior walls and  
no rims.

MORE ECOLOGICAL
Dual flush lever operated 
cistern providing a 
4.5/3 litre flush.

SOFT-CLOSE
Seats and covers are 
available with soft-close 
hinges for smooth operation, 
avoiding unexpected loud 
noises.

MORE DURABLE
30% stronger and 12% more 
resistant to chemicals and 
discolouration.

HYGIENIC
Uniform distribution of water 
washes the entire surface of 
the bowl.

EASIER TO CLEAN
Surface with smoother, 
rounded edges.

MORE HYGIENIC
4 times less porous material.

The seats and covers of the WCs and bidets 
are manufactured with SUPRALIT®, a resin 
exclusive to Roca.

SUPRALIT®



SOFT AND  
SELF-CLOSE OPENING
The runners and hinges gently 
close the drawers and doors 
reducing unwanted noises in 
the bathroom. 
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FURNITURE

FULL EXTRACTION 
DRAWERS
Drawers which fully extend 
when opened.

CHROME HANDLES
The round chrome handles 
provide a traditional look, 
made from a hard wearing 
material protecting against 
corrosion in the bathroom. 

SATIN COLOUR FINISHES
The Carmen furniture is 
available in White Satin and 
Anthracite Satin finishes.

MARBLE COUNTERTOP
Venato White and Marquina 
black countertop options are 
available for the 1300mm 
base unit.

TEXTURED INTERIOR 
DRAWER FINISH
A touch of luxury is added 
to the bathroom with the 
textured interior drawer finish.

FLOOR-STANDING
Delicately styled floor-standing 
legs provide a timeless look. 

TWIN-LEVER OR  
SINGLE-LEVER
Carmen taps are available 
in Twin-lever and Single 
lever options, providing 
a contemporary twist on 
traditional style to suit all 
bathroom spaces.

EVERSHINE®
A hard wearing chrome 
plated finish, designed to last 
and easier to clean. 

CERAMIC DISC
Ceramic disc cartridges are 
hard wearing and long lasting 
to provide a watertight seal.

ECO
The flow rate is 5 litres per 
minute when set at 3 bar 
pressure, reducing household 
water bills 

BRASSWARE

SPACE-SAVING WASTE
Includes Roca’s space-saving 
waste to maximise storage 
space available within the unit.
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BASINS
A

B

A 800 650
B 500 480

600

450

Wall-hung basins
Includes wall fixing kit

In-countertop basins

3270A0000 800 x 500mm 1TH £340.00 (£408.00) 
3270A0003 800 x 500mm 3TH £340.00 (£408.00)
3270A1000 650 x 480mm 1TH £265.00 (£318.00)
3270A1003 650 x 480mm 3TH £265.00 (£318.00)

Optional pedestal:
3370A0000 Full pedestal £130.00 (£156.00)   

3270A5000 600 x 450mm 1TH £250.00 (£300.00)
3270A5003 600 x 450mm 3TH £250.00 (£300.00) 

WCs and BIDETS

370
670

770

370
560

445

370
560

430

    

Rimless close-coupled WC
4.5/3 litre dual flush cistern, open back WC 
pan. Includes floor-fixing kit. Cistern features a 
reversible side lever which can be installed on 
the left-hand or right-hand side.

Rimless floor-standing WC
Compatible with a 4.5/3 litre dual flush 
concealed cistern (sold separately).  
Includes floor-fixing kit.

Floor-standing bidet

3420A7000 WC pan £345.00 (£414.00)
3410AC000 Cistern £279.00 (£334.80)
801B5200B  Soft-close seat   

White £150.00 (£180.00)
801B5238B  Soft-close seat  

Dark Grey £150.00 (£180.00)

3440A9000 WC pan £350.00 (£420.00)
801B5200B  Soft-close seat   

White £150.00 (£180.00)
801B5238B  Soft-close seat   

Dark Grey £150.00 (£180.00)

3570A4000 Bidet - 1 taphole £240.00 (£288.00)
3570A4003 Bidet - 3 taphole £240.00 (£288.00)
806B5000B  Soft-close cover   

White £120.00 (£144.00)
806B5038B  Soft-close cover   

Dark Grey £120.00 (£144.00)

Due to manufacturing processes all dimensions are approximate.  Dimensions in mm.  Where applicable, height dimensions for the WC pan do not include the seat dimensions.   
WCs and bidets show the recommended installation height.  

New bathroom collection
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FURNITURE

1300

495

800

500

    

Floor-standing 1300mm base unit and 
marble worktop for 600mm in-countertop 
basin
Includes 2 soft-close drawers and 2 doors

Floor-standing 800mm basin and base unit
Includes 2 soft-close drawers

857136… 1300mm base unit £1,200.00 (£1,440.00)
857142… 1300mm worktop £320.00 (£384.00)
Required:
S28LIS000  EU-UK adaptor £4.11 (£4.93)

Compatible basins:
3270A5000 600 x 450mm - 1TH £250.00 (£300.00)
3270A5003 600 x 450mm - 3TH £250.00 (£300.00)

857135… 800mm base unit £720.00 (£864.00)
Required:
S28LIS000  EU-UK adaptor £4.11 (£4.93)

Compatible basins:
3270A0000 800 x 500mm - 1TH £340.00 (£408.00)
3270A0003 800 x 500mm - 3TH £340.00 (£408.00)  

800

500

367
445

1900

   

Metal structure for 800 x 500mm basin
Includes towel rail and glass shelf

Floor-standing column unit
Includes 2 soft-close doors, 3 glass shelves, 2 fixed 
shelves and internal LED lighting 

816823425  800mm metal structure £720.00 (£864.00)
3270A0000  800 x 500mm  

wall-hung basin - 1TH £340.00 (£408.00)
3270A0003  800 x 500mm  

wall-hung basin - 3TH £340.00 (£408.00)  

857137… 1900mm column unit £750.00 (£900.00) 

4.5/3 litre  
flush Rimless

Soft-close  
seat and 
cover

Reversible
Soft and 
self-close 
drawers

Soft and  
self-close  
doors

Height-adjustable 
shelves

LED 
lighting

Space 
saving 
waste

The prices shown are recommended retail prices excluding VAT (including VAT is shown in brackets). 9

For base unit: For countertop:

White Satin  
415

Anthracite Satin  
417

Venato White 
420

Marquina Black 
421

Finishes  |  Substitute … in the reference with the code for the chosen colour finish.



BRASSWARE

New brasswareCarmen
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178

142

  

Twin-lever basin mixer
Includes 5 l/min flow limiter and 3/8” flexible supply 
hoses
5A3B4BC00 Smooth body* £180.67 (£216.80)
5A3A4BC00 With press-down waste £210.25 (£252.30)

150

 

Twin-lever wall-mounted shower mixer
Includes 1.5m flexible shower hose, handset 
and wall bracket. 1/2” water connection.
5A204BC00  £320.42 (£384.50)

160

71

 

Single-lever basin mixer
Includes 3/8” flexible supply hoses
5A314BC00 Without waste £216.33 (£259.60) 
5A304BC00 With press-down waste £229.08 (£274.90) 



Evershine Eco flow rate at 5 litres per minute Ceramic disc cartridge

Due to manufacturing processes all dimensions are approximate.   Dimensions in mm.   The prices shown are recommended retail prices excluding VAT (including VAT is shown in brackets).
*Please note: Smooth body basin mixers do not come with a waste.   The recommended waste is the Standard press down waste Ref. D50010005 £15.89 (£19.07).
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200

127

180

123
86

   

Twin-lever wall-mounted basin mixer Twin-lever deck-mounted basin mixer Twin-lever bidet mixer
Includes 5 l/min flow limiter and  3/8” flexible 
supply hoses

5A474BC00 Without waste £258.83 (£310.60) 5A444BC00 Without waste £358.25 (£429.90) 5A6A4BC00 With press-down £220.50 (£264.60) 
 waste 

865

117

  

Floorstanding bath-shower mixer
Includes 1.7m flexible shower hose, handset 
and bracket. 1/2” water connection.

Twin-lever wall-mounted  
bath-shower mixer
Includes 1.7m flexible shower hose, handset 
and bracket. 1/2” water connection.

 5A274BC00  £720.12 (£864.14) 5A014BC00  £340.75 (£408.90) 

140

83

 

Single-lever bidet mixer
Includes 3/8” flexible supply hoses
5A604BC00 With press-down £235.00 (£282.00) 
 waste



New accessoriesCarmen
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65

70

Robe hook

817001001  £33.58 (£40.30)

60

124

134

Soap dish

817005001  £60.25 (£72.30)

ACCESSORIES

Carmen accessories are created in 
chromed zamak (composition of metal 
alloys) and vitreous china, providing a 
timeless look for any bathroom style. 



Due to manufacturing processes all dimensions are approximate.   Dimensions in mm.   The prices shown are recommended retail prices excluding VAT (including VAT is shown in brackets). 13

204

185

66

66

550

141 116

190

Towel ring Towel rail Toilet roll holder

817002001  £69.58 (£83.50) 817003001  £71.42 (£85.70) 817004001  £66.92 (£80.30)

119

176

105

115

372

ø82

Soap dispenser Tumbler Toilet brush holder

817006001  £89.33 (£107.20) 817007001  £65.25 (£78.30) 817008001  £131.08 (£157.30)



WCs and 
bidets

14

DEBBA
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Our WCs include the latest technology in materials and design in order to 
provide a unique experience and an outstanding quality.  

New optimised design for greater hygiene.

RIMLESS

EASIER TO CLEAN
Smooth interior walls and  
no rims.

HYGIENIC
Distribution of water washes 
the entire surface of the bowl, 
thanks to the water distributor 
located at the back of the pan 
which provides a thorough 
flush.

NO SPLASHING
Designed to prevent the 
water from splashing beyond 
the rim of the WC.



DAMA-N

360
570

300

   

Rimless wall-hung WC pan
4.5/3 or 6/3 litre dual flush

34678L000 WC pan £461.95 (£554.34)
801782004 Soft-close seat £126.61 (£151.93)
801780004 Standard seat £105.50 (£126.60) 

DEBBA

THE GAP

16

WCs and bidets

DEBBA

355
655

760

  

Square rimless close-coupled WC
4.5/3 litre dual flush open back  
Includes floor-fixing kit

34299L000 WC pan £161.82 (£194.18)
34199C00F Cistern £174.97 (£209.96)
801992004 Soft-close seat £98.82 (£118.58)
801990004 Standard seat £56.77 (£68.12)

New Rimless WCs and hidden fixations bidet



THE GAP

355
655

760

355540

400

     

Installation systems
For details on Roca’s compatible 
Installation systems, view our 
brochures online at  
www.uk.roca.com 

email us at  
marketing@uk.roca.net

or contact the team to  
request a hard copy on  
01530 830080.

Round rimless close-coupled WC
4.5/3 litre dual flush open back  
Includes floor-fixing kit

Round rimless wall-hung WC pan
4.5/3 or 6/3 litre dual flush

34299P000 WC pan £110.02 (£132.02)
34199C00F Cistern £174.97 (£209.96)
801B2200B Soft-close seat £98.82 (£118.58)
801B2000B Standard seat £56.77 (£68.12)

346998000 WC pan £236.77 (£284.12)
801B2200B Soft-close seat £98.82 (£118.58)
801B2000B Standard seat £56.77 (£68.12)

Due to manufacturing processes all dimensions are approximate.  Dimensions in mm.  Where applicable, height dimensions for the WC pan do not include the seat dimensions.
WCs and bidets show the recommended installation height. The prices shown are recommended retail prices excluding VAT (including VAT is shown in brackets).
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360
570

400

340

540

400

   

Wall-hung bidet
Includes hidden fixations

Rimless back-to-wall WC pan
4.5/3 or 6/3 litre dual flush Includes floor-fixing kit 

357788000 Bidet 1TH £424.68 (£509.62)
806782004 Soft-close cover £126.61 (£151.93)
806780004 Standard cover £105.50 (£126.60)

347737000 WC pan £259.82 (£311.78)
801472004 Soft-close seat £105.81 (£126.97)
801470004 Standard seat £80.08 (£96.10)   

4.5/3 litre flush 6/3 litre flush Rimless Soft-close seat



Basins and 
furniture
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SHELF OPTIONS
The 1100mm asymmetrical
basins feature an additional shelf 
area providing extra space for 
accessories.

FULL EXTRACTION DRAWERS
Drawers which fully extend when 
opened.

TEXTURED INTERIOR 
DRAWER FINISH
A touch of luxury is added to 
the bathroom with the textured 
interior drawer finish.

SLIM HANDLE
The centralised handle allows ease 
of use when opening the unit.

MULTIPLE COLOUR FINISHES
Textured and high-gloss finishes 
are available in four different 
options, including a dual colour, 
textured oak and gloss white finish. 

SPACE-SAVING WASTE
Compatible with Roca’s space-
saving waste to maximise storage 
space available within the unit.

STANDARD AND COMPACT 
SIZES
Available in several standard 
sizes: 700mm, 600mm & 
550mm, and compact sizes; 
500mm, 450mm and 400mm.

DOORS OR DRAWERS
2 drawers or 1 door options 
are available, providing different 
storage solutions.

CURVED PROFILE
A soft edged profile is provided 
on the drawer and door frontals 
which complement the Dama-N 
basin design.

EASY OPENING HANDLE
The curved chrome handle  
allows ease of use when opening 
the unit.

MULTIPLE COLOUR FINISHES
Textured, matt and high-gloss 
finishes are available in three 
different colour options, including 
gloss white and two new finishes; 
matt cashmere and textured birch.

Discover the wide range of basin and furniture options and choose the one that  
best adapts to your bathroom space and your lifestyle.

PRISMA

DAMA-N

SOFT AND SELF-CLOSE 
OPENING
The runners and hinges gently 
close the drawers reducing 
unwanted noises in the bathroom. 

1 OR 2 DRAWER OPTIONS
1 or 2 drawers are available 
providing different storage solutions.

COLUMN UNIT
A 1200mm column unit is 
available maximising on storage 
space in the bathroom.

SPACE-SAVING WASTE
Includes Roca’s space-saving 
waste to maximise storage space 
available within the unit.

HIDDEN INTERNAL DRAWER
Keep small items organised with 
the hidden internal drawer.

SOFT AND SELF-CLOSE 
DRAWERS
The runners gently close the 
drawers reducing unwanted 
noises in the bathroom. 

Complementary 
sanitary ware 

range available
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SPACE-SAVING WASTE
Includes Roca’s space-saving 
waste to maximise storage space 
available within the unit (Applicable 
to 1 drawer units only).

DOORS OR DRAWERS
2 drawers, 1 drawer or 1 door 
options are available, providing 
different storage solutions.

SOFT AND SELF-CLOSE 
OPENING
The runners and hinges gently 
close the drawers and doors 
reducing unwanted noises in the 
bathroom. 

EASY OPENING HANDLE
The centralised chrome handle 
allows ease of use when opening 
the unit.

CURVED PROFILES
The edges of the units are 
curved, providing a soft, 
contemporary look.  

TEXTURED INTERIOR 
DRAWER FINISH
A touch of luxury is added to 
the bathroom with the textured 
interior drawer finish.

COMPACT SIZES
Available in 500mm and 
450mm compact size options, 
providing solutions for all types of 
bathrooms spaces.

COLOUR FINISHES
The Gap-N furniture is available in 
3 finishes: Gloss Anthracite Grey, 
Gloss White, Dark Textured Wood. 

SPACE-SAVING WASTE
Compatible with Roca’s space-
saving waste to maximise storage 
space available within the unit.

COMPACT SIZES
Available in 550mm, 500mm 
and 450mm compact sizes 
with the choice of wall-hung or 
floorstanding options providing 
solutions for all types of 
bathrooms spaces.DOORS OR DRAWERS

2 drawers or 1 door options 
are available, providing different 
storage solutions.

TEXTURED INTERIOR 
DRAWER FINISH
A touch of luxury is added to 
the bathroom with the textured 
interior drawer finish.

ADDITIONAL FEET
Floorstanding units include 5mm 
feet which raise the unit slightly 
off the ground.

SOFT AND SELF-CLOSE 
OPENING
The runners and hinges gently 
close the drawers and doors 
reducing unwanted noises in the 
bathroom. 

FLOORSTANDING/WALL-
HUNG/CLOAKROOM 
OPTIONS
Maxi offers stylish storage 
solutions to keep the bathroom 
clutter-free, choose from 
floorstanding, wall-hung or 
cloakroom units. 
Floorstanding units conceal 
pipework away, wall-hung 
options make the room feel as 
spacious as possible, by creating 
the illusion of floor space.
Compact solutions are ideal for 
cloakrooms or small bathrooms.

THE GAP-N

MAXI

MULTIPLE COLOUR OPTIONS
Textured and high-gloss finishes 
are available in three different colour 
options, including a new gloss grey 
and textured wood finish.

Complementary 
sanitary ware 

range available
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SPACE-SAVING WASTE
Includes Roca’s space-saving 
waste to maximise storage space 
available within the unit.

3 DRAWERS
The collection has been 
extended with three drawer 
options to provide better storage 
organisation in the bathroom.

COMPACT DEPTH
360mm depth is a popular option 
for cloakroom and en-suite 
bathroom spaces where space 
is critical. 

EASY OPENING HANDLE
The centralised chrome handle 
allows ease of use when opening 
the unit.

OPTIONAL LEGS
Pair the furniture unit with 
chrome plated square legs which 
complement the handle design.

TEXTURED INTERIOR 
DRAWER FINISH
A touch of luxury is added to 
the bathroom with the textured 
interior drawer finish.

FULL EXTRACTION 
DRAWERS
Drawers which fully extend when 
opened.

MULTIPLE COLOUR FINISHES
Multiple colour finishes 
Textured and high-gloss finishes 
are available in four different 
colour options.

SOFT AND SELF-CLOSE 
DRAWERS
The runners gently close the 
drawers reducing unwanted 
noises in the bathroom. 

TEXTURED INTERIOR  
DRAWER FINISH
A touch of luxury is added to 
the bathroom with the textured 
interior drawer finish.

EASY OPENING HANDLE
The centralised chrome handle 
allows ease of use when opening 
the unit

2 OR 3 DRAWERS
2 and 3 drawer options are 
available, providing different 
storage solutions.

COLOUR FINISHES
The Victoria Basic furniture is 
available in 3 finishes: Gloss 
White and new Textured Birch 
and Textured Cedar colours.

OPTIONAL LEGS
Pair the furniture unit with 
chrome plated square legs which 
complement the handle design.

DEBBA COMPACT

VICTORIA BASIC

BASIN SHAPES
Choose from a square or oval 
bowl design to personalise your 
bathroom style.

Oval Bowl Square Bowl

Complementary 
sanitary ware 

range available

Complementary 
sanitary ware 

range available



1100
450

669

  

1100mm basin with left-hand bowl and  
base unit
Includes 2 soft-close drawers
327542000  1100mm left-hand bowl with  

right-hand shelf - 1TH £226.20 (£271.44)
856884...  1090 x 450mm base unit £866.36 (£1,039.63)
Required:
S28LIS000  EU-UK adaptor £4.11 (£4.93)
  Total:  £1,096.67 (£1,316.00)
Optional:
816764339  Legs (pair) £21.66 (£25.99)

New 1100mm and 800mm basin and furniture additions
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Prisma

1100
450

426

1100mm basin with left-hand bowl and  
base unit
Includes 1 soft-close drawer
327542000  1100mm left-hand bowl with  

right-hand shelf - 1TH £226.20 (£271.44)
856878...  1090 x 450mm base unit £669.80 (£803.76)
Required:
S28LIS000  EU-UK adaptor £4.11 (£4.93)
  Total:  £900.11 (£1080.13)

2 drawer furniture

1 drawer furniture



Due to manufacturing processes all dimensions are approximate.   Dimensions in mm.   The prices shown are recommended retail prices excluding VAT (including VAT is shown in brackets).
Where applicable height dimensions for the furniture units include the height of the basin and unit, and do not feature the installation height.
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1100
450

669

800450

669

350200

1200

      

1100mm basin with right-hand bowl and  
base unit
Includes 2 soft-close drawers

800mm basin and base unit
Includes 2 soft-close drawers

1200mm column unit
Includes 1 soft-close door and 
adjustable shelves

327541000  1100mm right-hand bowl with  
left-hand shelf - 1TH £226.20 (£271.44)

856884...  1090 x 450mm base unit £866.36 (£1,039.63)
Required:
S28LIS000  EU-UK adaptor £4.11 (£4.93)
  Total:  £1,096.67 (£1,316.00)
Optional:
816764339  Legs (pair) £21.66 (£25.99)

327545000  800mm basin - 1TH £211.10 (£253.32)
856882...  790 x 450mm base unit  £721.90 (£866.28)
Required:
S28LIS000  EU-UK adaptor £4.11 (£4.93)
  Total:  £937.11 (£1124.53)
Optional:
816764339  Legs (pair) £21.66 (£25.99)

856887... Column unit  
  £457.26 (£548.71)

Soft and self-close drawers Optional legs Space saving waste Soft and self-close doors Height-adjustable shelves Reversible

Gloss White 
806

Gloss Anthracite  
Grey  
153

Textured 
Ash  
321

Gloss White and 
Textured Ash
322

Textile

A 800 1100

A

800

Mirrors with lights

Basic mirors 
Includes upper LED lights.
812261000  1100 x 800mm  

 £342.02 (£410.42)
812258000  800 x 800mm  

 £282.78 (£339.34)
Comfort mirrors 
Includes upper, lower LED lights and a 
sensor switch.
812267000  1100 x 800mm  

 £587.47 (£704.96)
812264000  800 x 800mm  

 £511.41 (£613.69)

Finishes  |  Substitute … in the reference with the code for the chosen colour finish. Drawer interior

1100
450

426

800450

426

1100mm basin with right-hand bowl and  
base unit
Includes 1 soft-close drawer

800mm basin and base unit
Includes 1 soft-close drawer

327541000  1100mm right-hand bowl with  
left-hand shelf - 1TH £226.20 (£271.44)

856878...  1090 x 450mm base unit £669.80 (£803.76)
Required:
S28LIS000  EU-UK adaptor £4.11 (£4.93)
  Total:  £900.11 (£1080.13)

327545000  800mm basin - 1TH £211.10 (£253.32)
856876...  790 x 450mm base unit  £548.90 (£658.68)
Required:
S28LIS000  EU-UK adaptor £4.11 (£4.93)
  Total:  £764.11 (£916.93)



700460

735

 
700mm basin and base unit
Includes 2 soft-close drawers
327782000 700mm basin - 1TH £218.40 (£262.08)
856607... 648 x 435mm base unit £560.60 (£672.72)
Required: 
U0014100R Space-saving waste £7.04 (£8.45)
S28LIS000  EU-UK adaptor £4.11 (£4.93)
  Total:  £790.15 (£948.18)
Optional: 
816757339 Legs (pair) 145mm £19.41 (£23.29)

New furniture collectionDama-N

500320

735

    

500mm basin and base unit
Includes 1 soft-close door and adjustable shelf
327788000 500mm basin - 1TH £136.53 (£163.84)
856615...  440 x 305mm base unit £403.47 (£484.16)
Required: 
U0014100R Space-saving waste £7.04 (£8.45)
S28LIS000  EU-UK adaptor £4.11 (£4.93)
  Total:  £551.15 (£661.38)
Optional: 
816757339 Legs (pair) 145mm £19.41 (£23.29)

24

Standard furniture

Compact furniture



600460

735

550460

735

350200

1200

    

600mm basin and base unit
Includes 2 soft-close drawers

550mm basin and base unit
Includes 2 soft-close drawers

1200mm column unit
Includes 1 soft-close door and 
adjustable shelves

327784000 600mm basin - 1TH £171.44 (£205.73)
856606...  548 x 435mm base unit £540.56 (£648.67)
Required: 
U0014100R Space-saving waste £7.04 (£8.45)
S28LIS000  EU-UK adaptor £4.11 (£4.93)
  Total:  £723.15 (£867.78)
Optional: 
816757339 Legs (pair) 145mm £19.41 (£23.29)

327786000 550mm basin - 1TH £158.26 (£189.91)
856605... 498 x 435mm base unit £477.74 (£573.29)
Required: 
U0014100R Space-saving waste £7.04 (£8.45)
S28LIS000  EU-UK adaptor £4.11 (£4.93)
  Total:  £647.15 (£776.58)
Optional: 
816757339 Legs (pair) 145mm £19.41 (£23.29)

856616... Column unit  
  £530.00 (£636.00)

450320

735

400320

735

        

450mm basin and base unit
Includes 1 soft-close door and adjustable shelf

400mm basin and base unit
Includes 1 soft-close door and adjustable shelf

327789000 450mm basin - 1TH £118.69 (£142.43)
856614...  390 x 305mm base unit £401.31 (£481.57)
Required: 
U0014100R Space-saving waste £7.04 (£8.45)
S28LIS000  EU-UK adaptor £4.11 (£4.93)
  Total:  £531.15 (£637.38)
Optional: 
816757339 Legs (pair) 145mm £19.41 (£23.29)

32778A000 400mm basin - 1TH £105.50 (£126.60)
856612... 340 x 305mm base unit £394.50 (£473.40)
Required: 
U0014100R Space-saving waste £7.04 (£8.45)
S28LIS000  EU-UK adaptor £4.11 (£4.93)
  Total:  £511.15 (£613.38)
Optional: 
816757339 Legs (pair) 145mm £19.41 (£23.29)

Due to manufacturing processes all dimensions are approximate.   Dimensions in mm.   The prices shown are recommended retail prices excluding VAT (including VAT is shown in brackets).
Where applicable height dimensions for the furniture units include the height of the basin and unit, and do not feature the installation height.
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Gloss White 
100

Matt Cashmere
400

Textured Birch
500 Textile

Finishes  |  Substitute … in the reference with the code for the chosen colour finish. Drawer interior

Soft and self-close drawers Compact furniture Compatible with a  
space saving waste Soft and self-close doors Height-adjustable shelves Reversible



800
440

645

 

800mm basin and base unit
Includes 2 soft-close drawers

855998153 800 x 440mm base unit £745.74 (£894.89)
Optional: 
816809339 Legs (pair) £64.64 (£77.57)

New furniture colour – Gloss Anthracite GreyThe Gap-N

550470

320

140

  

550mm basin and base unit
Includes 1 soft-close drawer

327475000 550mm basin - 1TH £107.24 (£128.69)
856966153  527 x 414mm base unit £459.75 (£551.70)
Required: 
S28LIS000  EU to UK adaptor £4.11 (£4.93)
  Total:  £571.10 (£685.32)

26



Right hand Space saving waste Soft and self-close drawers Soft and self-close doors

500420

320

140

450420

140

320

    

500mm basin and base unit
Includes 1 soft-close drawer

450mm basin and base unit
Includes 1 soft-close door

327476000 500mm basin - 1TH £104.39 (£125.27)
856967153  477 x 414mm base unit  

 £416.64 (£499.97)
Required: 
S28LIS000  EU to UK adaptor £4.11 (£4.93)
  Total:  £525.14 (£630.17)

327477000 450mm basin - 1TH £91.51 (£109.81)
856968153  427 x 414mm base unit  

 £402.29 (£482.75)
Required: 
S28LIS000  EU to UK adaptor £4.11 (£4.93)
  Total:  £497.91 (£597.49)

600440

645

600470

320

140

350203

1200

    

600mm basin and base unit
Includes 2 soft-close drawers

600mm basin and base unit
Includes 1 soft-close drawer

1200mm column unit
Includes 1 soft-close reversible door

855997153 600 x 440mm base unit 
  £649.94 (£779.93)
Optional: 
816809339 Legs (pair) £64.64 (£77.57)

327474000 600mm basin - 1TH £129.98 (£155.98)
856965153  577 x 414m base unit  

 £517.23 (£620.68)
Required: 
S28LIS000  EU to UK adaptor £4.11 (£4.93)
  Total:  £651.32 (£781.58)

856969153 350 x 1200mm £509.80 (£611.76)

Due to manufacturing processes all dimensions are approximate.   Dimensions in mm.   The prices shown are recommended retail prices excluding VAT (including VAT is shown in brackets).
Where applicable height dimensions for the furniture units include the height of the basin and unit, and do not feature the installation height.
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Textile

Drawer interior



550
445

895

  

550mm basin and base unit
Includes 2 drawers
327550C00  550mm basin - 1TH £76.36 (£91.63)
854500…  500 x 410mm unit £368.41 (£442.09)
Required:
U0014100R Space-saving waste £7.04 (£8.45)
S28LIS000  EU-UK adaptor £4.11 (£4.93)
  Total:  £455.92 (£547.10)

New furniture collectionMaxi

28

550
445

750

  

550mm basin and base unit
Includes 2 drawers
327550C00  550mm basin - 1TH £76.36 (£91.63)
857500… 500 x 410mm unit £360.00 (£432.00)
Required:
U0014100R Space-saving waste £7.04 (£8.45)
S28LIS000  EU-UK adaptor £4.11 (£4.93)
  Total:  £447.51 (£537.01)
Optional:
816757339 Legs (pair) 145mm £19.41 (£23.29)

Floorstanding furniture

Wall-hung furniture



500
430

895

450
390

900

450
250

870

     

500mm basin and base unit
Includes 2 drawers

450mm basin and base unit
Includes 1 door and 1 fixed shelf

450mm basin and base unit – Cloakroom
Includes 1 door and 1 adjustable shelf

327500C00  500mm basin - 1TH £74.77 (£89.72)
859450… 450 x 395mm unit £358.41 (£430.09)
Required:
U0014100R Space-saving waste £7.04 (£8.45)
S28LIS000  EU-UK adaptor £4.11 (£4.93)
  Total:  £444.33 (£533.20)

327450C00  450mm basin - 1TH £73.18 (£87.82)
854400… 405 x 355mm unit £224.50 (£269.40)
Required:
U0014100R Space-saving waste £7.04 (£8.45)
S28LIS000  EU-UK adaptor £4.11 (£4.93)
  Total:  £308.83 (£370.60)

327MS1000  *RH 450mm basin - 1TH £65.00 (£78.00)
853450… 450 x 250mm unit £215.00 (£258.00)
  Total:  £280.00 (£336.00)

Gloss White 
100

Gloss Grey  
200

Textured Wood  
300 Textile

Finishes  |  Substitute … in the reference with the code for the chosen colour finish.

500
430

750

450
390

750

450
250

575

     

500mm basin and base unit
Includes 2 drawers

450mm basin and base unit
Includes 1 door and 1 fixed shelf

450mm basin and base unit – Cloakroom
Includes 1 door and 1 adjustable shelf

327500C00  500mm basin - 1TH £74.77 (£89.72)
858450… 450 x 395mm unit £350.00 (£420.00)
Required:
U0014100R Space-saving waste £7.04 (£8.45)
S28LIS000  EU-UK adaptor £4.11 (£4.93)
  Total:  £435.92 (£523.10)
Optional:
816757339 Legs (pair) 145mm £19.41 (£23.29)

327450C00  450mm basin - 1TH £73.18 (£87.82)
856400… 405 x 355mm unit £220.00 (£264.00)
Required:
U0014100R Space-saving waste £7.04 (£8.45)
S28LIS000  EU-UK adaptor £4.11 (£4.93)
  Total:  £304.33 (£365.20)
Optional:
816757339 Legs (pair) 145mm £19.41 (£23.29)

327MS1000  *RH 450mm basin - 1TH £65.00 (£78.00)
852450… 450 x 250mm unit £190.00 (£228.00)
  Total:  £255.00 (£306.00)

Drawer interior

Due to manufacturing processes all dimensions are approximate.   Dimensions in mm.   The prices shown are recommended retail prices excluding VAT (including VAT is shown in brackets).
Where applicable height dimensions for the furniture units include the height of the basin and unit, and do not feature the installation height.  *These basins are not compatible with basin mixers with cold start function.
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Compatible with a  
space saving waste Soft and self-close drawers Soft and self-close doors Compact furniture Optional legs Height-adjustable shelves



New 3 drawer furnitureDebba Compact

30

805360

720

   

805mm basin and base unit
Includes 3 soft-close drawers
857128… 805 x 360mm basin and 
 base unit £530.33 (£636.40)
Required: 
S28LIS000  EU-UK adaptor £4.11 (£4.93)
Optional: 
816757339  Legs (pair) 145mm high £19.41 (£23.29)

505360

720

   

505mm basin and base unit
Includes 3 soft-close drawers
857125… 505 x 360mm basin and 
 base unit £446.58 (£535.90)
Required: 
S28LIS000  EU-UK adaptor £4.11 (£4.93)
Optional: 
816757339  Legs (pair) 145mm high £19.41 (£23.29)



605360

720

   

605mm basin and base unit
Includes 3 soft-close drawers
857126… 605 x 360mm basin and 
 base unit £474.52 (£569.42)
Required: 
S28LIS000  EU-UK adaptor £4.11 (£4.93)
Optional: 
816757339  Legs (pair) 145mm high £19.41 (£23.29)

Space saving waste Soft and self-close drawers Compact furniture Optional legs Reversible Height-adjustable shelves

Due to manufacturing processes all dimensions are approximate.   Dimensions in mm.   The prices shown are recommended retail prices excluding VAT (including VAT is shown in brackets).
Where applicable height dimensions for the furniture units include the height of the basin and unit, and do not feature the installation height.
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350250

600

   

Compact column unit 
Includes an adjustable shelf
856838... 350mm column unit £218.44 (£262.12)

Furniture accessories

95 75

45

Towel hooks
For furniture (pair)

816761001 £100.12 (£120.14)

56

100
208

Large organiser box

816820409 £35.62 (£42.74)

25

90 90

Small organiser box

816819409 £12.57 (£15.08)

Gloss White 
806

Gloss Anthracite  
Grey  
153

Textured Wenge  
154

Textured Oak  
155 Textile

Finishes  |  Substitute … in the reference with the code for the chosen colour finish. Drawer interior



New furniture styleVictoria Basic

* Victoria Basic Unik furniture and basin packs include a square basin, an alternative oval basin is available when components are bought separately, choose one basin from the components listed above.  32

800460

755

 

800mm basin and base unit
Includes 3 soft-close drawers
851231…  800 x 460mm UNIK  

furniture pack* £459.98 (£551.98)
Sold individually:
857075… 800 x 460mm base unit £284.09 (£340.91)
32799C000  800mm square basin £175.89 (£211.07)
327826000  800mm oval basin £192.48 (£230.98)
Optional:
816555001 Legs (pair) 110mm high £26.12 (£31.34)

600460

755

 

600mm basin and base unit
Includes 3 soft-close drawers
851230…  600 x 460mm UNIK  

furniture pack* £383.41 (£460.09)
Sold individually:
857074… 600 x 460mm base unit £230.97 (£277.16)
32799E000  600mm square basin £152.43 (£182.92)
327827000  600mm oval basin £164.98 (£197.98)
Optional:
816555001 Legs (pair) 110mm high £26.12 (£31.34)

Square basin

Oval basin



LED lights Soft and self-close drawers Soft and self-close doors Optional legs Reversible

Gloss White 
806

Textured Birch 
422

Textured Cedar 
423 Textile

Finishes  |  Substitute … in the reference with the code for the chosen colour finish. Drawer interior

Due to manufacturing processes all dimensions are approximate.   Dimensions in mm.   The prices shown are recommended retail prices excluding VAT (including VAT is shown in brackets).
Where applicable height dimensions for the furniture units include the height of the basin and unit, and do not feature the installation height.
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600460

565

A

600

A 800 600

  

600mm basin and base unit
Includes 2 soft-close drawers

Victoria Basic mirrors
Landscape installation only

855854…  600 x 460mm UNIK  
furniture pack* £347.68 (£417.22)

Sold individually:
856575… 600 x 460mm base unit £195.24 (£234.29)
32799E000  600mm square basin £152.43 (£182.92)
327827000  600mm oval basin £164.98 (£197.98)
Optional:
816413001 Legs (pair) 300mm high £26.12 (£31.34)

812328406 800mm £61.40 (£73.68)
812326406 600mm £54.86 (£65.83)
Optional:
813082000 Victoria LED light £51.03 (£61.24)

800460

565

300236

1500

   

800mm basin and base unit
Includes 2 soft-close drawers

1500mm column unit
Includes 1 soft-close door

855852…  800 x 460mm UNIK  
furniture pack* £417.36 (£500.83)

Sold individually:
856576… 800 x 460mm base unit £241.48 (£289.78)
32799C000  800mm square basin £175.89 (£211.07)
327826000  800mm oval basin £192.48 (£230.98)
Optional:
816413001 Legs (pair) 300mm high £26.12 (£31.34)

856577... 300 x 1500mm £235.13 (£282.16)
Optional:
816413001 Legs (pair) 300mm high £26.12 (£31.34)

Furniture accessories

95 75

45

Towel hooks
For furniture (pair)

816761001 £100.12 (£120.14)

56

100
208

Large organiser box

816820409 £35.62 (£42.74)

25

90 90

Small organiser box

816819409 £12.57 (£15.08)

25

75

402

Towel rail
To be installed at the side of the furniture

816760001  400mm towel rail 
 £108.30 (£129.96)



Reduced 
capacity 
baths

34

CONTESA
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LOW CAPACITY 
Lowered capacity of 
156 litres, meeting new 
requirements from building 
regulations.

TAPHOLES
0 and 2 tap hole options 
available.

DURABILITY 
Durable and built to last,  
all our baths come with a  
25 year guarantee. 

STAIN AND IMPACT 
RESISTANT
Roca steel baths are 
manufactured at ultra-high 
temperatures to ensure stain 
and impact resistance.

GRIPPED OPTIONS
Gripped options are available 
on selected models.

SLIP RESISTANT BASE
Anti-slip options are available 
on selected models.

LOW CAPACITY 
Lower literage capacity of 
156 litres, meeting new 
requirements from building 
regulations.

SINGLE-ENDED AND 
DOUBLE-ENDED
Single-ended and Double-
ended options available.

DURABILITY 
Durable and built to last,  
all our baths come with a  
25 year guarantee. 

LEGSETS
Our acrylic baths come 
with legsets and fixings as 
standard. 

Our wide range of acrylic and steel baths are available in many shapes, styles and sizes, including
eco variants with reduced water capacities. Our most popular baths now have reduced water capacities,  

meaning you have a wider choice of baths to suit your style and budget.

STEEL

ACRYLIC

YEARS

GUARANTEE

YEARS

GUARANTEE

FULLY ENCAPSULATED 
BASE BOARD 
Base boards are coated with 
a thick layer of GRP providing 
additional strength and rigidity 
to the bath and protecting the 
base board against moisture.



New lowered  
capacity bathsReduced capacity baths

36

1700

700

Double-ended acrylic bath
156 litres
024722000 1700 x 700mm - 0TH £264.14 (£316.97)

1700

700

  
Single-ended steel bath with anti-slip
156 litres. 2mm standard guage.
2370N3000 1700 x 700mm - 2TH £149.24 (£179.09)
2358JN000 1700 x 700mm - 0TH £149.24 (£179.09)
Compatible with:
291021000 Bar legset £12.41 (£14.89)
291028000 Bolt on legset £13.87 (£16.64)

THE GAP

CONTESA

CONTESA

THE GAP



1700

700

Single-ended acrylic bath
156 litres
024717000 1700 x 700mm - 0TH £264.14 (£316.97)

Due to manufacturing processes all dimensions are approximate.   Dimensions in mm.   The prices shown are recommended retail prices excluding VAT (including VAT is shown in brackets). 37

1700

700

  
Single-ended steel bath with anti-slip and 
drilled for grips
156 litres. 2mm standard guage.
2374N3000 1700 x 700mm - 2TH £154.64 (£185.57)
2374LN000 1700 x 700mm - 0TH £154.64 (£185.57)
Compatible with:
031003014 Carla grips (Internal fixing) £20.81 (£24.97)
291021000 Bar legset £12.41 (£14.89)
291028000 Bolt on legset £13.87 (£16.64)

CARLA

1700

700

Single-ended steel bath without anti-slip
156 litres. 2mm standard guage.
2370M3000 1700 x 700mm - 2TH £138.68 (£166.42)
2358KN000 1700 x 700mm - 0TH £138.68 (£166.42)
Compatible with:
291021000 Bar legset £12.41 (£14.89)
291028000 Bolt on legset £13.87 (£16.64)

Anti-slip 2mm standard guage steel Grips

515

1700

Superthick bath panels
515mm high
025170000 1700mm front panel £72.50 (£87.00) 
025070000 700mm end panel £56.76 (£68.11) 

515

1700

Reinforced bath panels
515mm high
045170000 1700mm front panel £143.66 (£172.39)
045070000 700mm end panel £95.80 (£114.96)

ACRYLIC BATH PANELS



Mirrors

38

IRIDIA
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LED LIGHTING
Energy-efficient LED lighting 
with IP44 rating, creating 
ambient lighting for your daily 
rituals. Sol Premium cabinets 
feature an additional internal 
LED light.

SHAVER SOCKET WITH 
COVER
The integrated socket is 
discreetly hidden inside the 
cabinet.

SHELVING
Each cabinet has two glass 
shelves which are easy 
to wipe clean and can be 
adjusted, enabling larger 
items to be effortlessly stored. 

DIFFERENT SIZES
The Sol collection comprises 
of mirrored cabinets in four 
widths - 1000, 800, 600 
and 400mm - all measuring 
700mm tall.

DOUBLE SIDED 
MIRRORED DOORS
Providing a mirror to use even 
when the door is open.

ALUMINIUM CABINET
Aluminium framed cabinets 
provide a timeless look for 
any bathroom space.

HANG ‘N’ LOCK SYSTEM 
Designed for a single person 
installation thanks to its 
innovative bracket. The Hang 
‘n’ Lock system makes fitting 
a Sol mirrored cabinet, quick 
and easy.

180° DOOR OPENING
The cabinet doors open 180° 
allowing you to easily locate 

your bathroom items.

DEMISTER
The demister device will 
prevent condensation, 
ensuring your mirror stays 
steam free.

MIRROR SHAPES
Iridia Round mirrors are 
available in Ø800 and Ø 
1000mm.
Iridia Rectangular mirrors are 
available in 4 widths: 400, 
600, 800 and 1000mm all 
measuring 700mm tall. 

TOUCH SENSOR
Iridia mirrors are touch sensor 
activated, the mirror can 
be turned on/off by simply 
pressing the sensor area, 
located at the base of the 
mirror.

LED LIGHTING
Energy-efficient LED lighting 
with IP44 rating, creating 
ambient lighting for daily 
rituals.

Our new Sol mirrored cabinets are the ideal solution to create extra storage and maximise the wall area 
available. Iridia mirrors provide a luxurious addition to any bathroom setting, with integrated LED lights creating 

an illuminated ambiance, perfect for those daily rituals.

SOL

IRIDIA

INTEGRATED DEMISTER 
PADS
Sol Premium cabinets feature 
integrated demister pads 
within the cupboard doors, 
preventing the mirror from 
steam when the bathroom is 
in use. 



1000

700

135

   

1000mm mirrored cabinet
Includes 3 doors, demister, shaver socket, internal/
external lighting and adjustable shelves. Aluminium.

856485406 1000mm £1,150.00 (£1,380.00)

New mirrored cabinet collectionSol

40

1000

700

135

  

1000mm mirrored cabinet
Includes 3 doors, shaver socket, external lighting 
and adjustable shelves. Aluminium.

856585406 1000mm £760.00 (£912.00)

Sol Premium

Sol



800

700

135
600

700

135
400

700

135

         

800mm mirrored cabinet
Includes 2 doors, demister, shaver socket, 
internal/external lighting and adjustable shelves. 
Aluminium.

600mm mirrored cabinet
Includes 2 doors, demister, shaver socket, 
internal/external lighting and adjustable shelves. 
Aluminium.

400mm mirrored cabinet
Includes 1 door, demister, shaver socket, 
internal/external lighting and adjustable shelves. 
Aluminium.

856484406 800mm £860.00 (£1,032.00) 856483406 600mm £780.00 (£936.00) 856482406 400mm £575.00 (£690.00)

800

700

135
600

700

135
400

700

135

      

800mm mirrored cabinet
Includes 2 doors, shaver socket, external 
lighting and adjustable shelves. Aluminium.

600mm mirrored cabinet
Includes 2 doors, shaver socket, external 
lighting and adjustable shelves. Aluminium.

400mm mirrored cabinet
Includes 1 door, shaver socket, external lighting 
and adjustable shelves. Aluminium.

856584406 800mm £575.00 (£690.00) 856583406 600mm  £505.00 (£606.00) 856582406 400mm £395.00 (£474.00)

Due to manufacturing processes all dimensions are approximate.   Dimensions in mm.   The prices shown are recommended retail prices excluding VAT (including VAT is shown in brackets). 41

Demister LED lights IP44 Shaver socket with cover



700

1000

 

1000mm rectangular mirror
With LED lights, demister and touch sensor

812342000 1000 x 700mm £600.00 (£720.00)

New LED mirror collectionIridia

42

1000

 

ø1000mm circular mirror
With LED lights, demister and touch sensor

812338000 ø1000mm  £650.00 (£780.00)

Rectangular

Circular



700

800

700

600

700

400

   

800mm rectangular mirror
With LED lights, demister and touch sensor

600mm rectangular mirror
With LED lights, demister and touch sensor

400mm rectangular mirror
With LED lights, demister and touch sensor

812341000 800 x 700mm  £550.00 (£660.00) 812340000 600 x 700mm  £515.00 (£618.00) 812339000 400 x 700mm £500.00 (£600.00)

800

 

ø800mm circular mirror
With LED lights, demister and touch sensor

812337000 ø800mm £600.00 (£720.00)

Due to manufacturing processes all dimensions are approximate.   Dimensions in mm.   The prices shown are recommended retail prices excluding VAT (including VAT is shown in brackets). 43

Demister LED lights



Brassware

44

INSIGNIA
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COLD START
The flow always starts with 
cold water meaning water 
systems are only activated 
when hot water is required 
thereby saving energy. 

EVERSHINE®

A hard wearing chrome 
plated finish, designed to last 
and easier to clean. 

CERAMIC DISC
Ceramic disc cartridges are 
hard wearing and long lasting 
to provide a watertight seal. 

COMPACT DESIGN
L90C provides a stylish 
compact tap solution, 
ideal for cloakrooms or 
compact basins.

ECO
The flow rate is 5 litres per 
minute when set at 3 bar 
pressure, reducing household 
water bills 

Our wide range of brassware is designed with the most innovative design and latest technology to meet all 
your requirements, from cutting-edge solutions to more classical designs. At Roca we strive to achieve minimum 

water consumption without compromising on the quality or design. 

L90C

SOFTURN®

Achieve the highest level of 
control, precision and comfort 
when selecting your desired 
water flow and temperature

½” FLEXIBLE TAILS AND 
FLOW STRAIGHTENERS
The taps come with ½” 
flexible tails and flow 
straighteners, suitable for low 
pressure systems.

DIFFERENT HEIGHTS
Four available heights to 
choose from each designed 
to provide the most 
comfortable solution for your 
basin type.

EVERSHINE®

A hard wearing chrome 
plated finish, designed to last 
and easier to clean. 

CERAMIC DISC
Ceramic disc cartridges are 
hard wearing and long lasting 
to provide a watertight seal. 

COLD START
The flow always starts with 
cold water meaning water 
systems are only activated 
when hot water is required 
thereby saving energy. 

ECO
The flow rate is 5 litres per 
minute when set at 3 bar 
pressure, reducing household 
water bills 

NAIA

SOFTURN®

Achieve the highest level of 
control, precision and comfort 
when selecting your desired 
water flow and temperature ½” FLEXIBLE TAILS

Naia taps come with ½” 
flexible tails, suitable for low 
pressure systems.
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SOFTURN®

Achieve the highest level of 
control, precision and comfort 
when selecting your desired 
water flow and temperature

EVERSHINE®
A hard wearing chrome 
plated finish, designed to last 
and easier to clean. 

CERAMIC DISC
Ceramic disc cartridges are 
hard wearing and long lasting 
to provide a watertight seal. 

COLD START
The flow always starts with 
cold water meaning water 
systems are only activated 
when hot water is required 
thereby saving energy. 

ECO CLICK
As the tap handle is raised, 
a slight resistance is reached 
at 50% of the water flow; 
lifting beyond this bite point 
produces a full flow, saving 
water and energy.

ECO
The flow rate is 5 litres per 
minute when set at 3 bar 
pressure, reducing household 
water bills.

CERAMIC DISC
Ceramic disc cartridges are 
hard wearing and long lasting 
to provide a watertight seal. 

MONODIN-N

ATLAS

SOFTURN®

Achieve the highest level of 
control, precision and comfort 
when selecting your desired 
water flow and temperature

½” FLEXIBLE TAILS AND 
FLOW STRAIGHTENERS
The taps come with ½” 
flexible tails and flow 
straighteners, suitable for low 
pressure systems.

EVERSHINE®
A hard wearing chrome 
plated finish, designed to last 
and easier to clean. 
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EVERSHINE®

A hard wearing chrome 
plated finish, designed to last 
and easier to clean. 

ECO
The flow rate is 5 litres per 
minute when set at 3 bar 
pressure, reducing household 
water bills.

INSIGNIA

COLD START
The flow always starts with 
cold water meaning water 
systems are only activated 
when hot water is required 
thereby saving energy. 

CERAMIC DISC
Ceramic disc cartridges are 
hard wearing and long lasting 
to provide a watertight seal. 

SOFTURN®

Achieve the highest level of 
control, precision and comfort 
when selecting your desired 
water flow and temperature

3 OUTLETS
The mixer can be used 
with an overhead shower, 
hand shower and maxiflow 
bath filler for a bath-shower 
solution or choose an 
overhead shower, hand 
shower and body jets for a 
luxury showering solution.

TAJO-T

SECURITY 38°®

A security device which 
prevents the control 
exceeding 38°C, providing a 
safe water temperature for all 
the family.

QUICK REACTION®

Roca’s thermostatic taps 
allow you to enjoy the 
required water flow and 
temperature in less than 
3 seconds, both remain 
constant irrespective of 
variations of water pressure.

SAFETOUCH®

A safety feature which 
prevents the chrome 
plating of Roca’s brassware 
overheating, eliminating the 
risk of scalding, ideal for 
family bathrooms.

FLOW REGULATOR
Includes flow regulator 
restricting the flow rate to 20 
litres per minute operating at 
3 bar pressure.

SQUARE PLATE OVAL PLATE
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SECURITY 38°®

A security device which 
prevents the control 
exceeding 38°C, providing a 
safe water temperature for all 
the family.

QUICK REACTION®

Roca’s thermostatic taps 
allow you to enjoy the 
required water flow and 
temperature in less than 
3 seconds, both remain 
constant irrespective of 
variations of water pressure.

ECO STOP
An ECO flow restrictor is 
included, reducing the flow 
of water, reducing household 
water bills.

SAFETOUCH®

A safety feature which 
prevents the chrome 
plating of Roca’s brassware 
overheating, eliminating the 
risk of scalding, ideal for 
family bathrooms.

T-1000 SQUARE

SECURITY 38°®

A security device which 
prevents the control 
exceeding 38°C, providing a 
safe water temperature for all 
the family.

QUICK REACTION®

Roca’s thermostatic taps 
allow you to enjoy the 
required water flow and 
temperature in less than 
3 seconds, both remain 
constant irrespective of 
variations of water pressure.

ECO STOP
An ECO flow restrictor is 
included, reducing the flow 
of water, reducing household 
water bills.

SAFETOUCH®

A safety feature which 
prevents the chrome 
plating of Roca’s brassware 
overheating, eliminating the 
risk of scalding, ideal for 
family bathrooms.

T-2000

GUARANTEE
5 year guarantee.

YEARS

GU
ARANTEE

5

GUARANTEE
5 year guarantee.

YEARS

GU
ARANTEE

5
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ROCABOX

UNIVERSAL
Can be used with manual or 
thermostatic built-in mixers, 
with single or dual outlets.

2 OUTLETS
Multiple combinations can be 
created.

COMPACT
Minimum installation depth 
of 70mm (including stud wall 
measurement).

GUARANTEE
5 year guarantee.

PROTECTIVE COVER 
PLATE INCLUDED
Shields against dust and dirt 
during building

INSTALLATION
Can be installed in solid or 
stud walls.

WRAS
WRAS approved product.

NOISE LEVELS
Includes a sound absorbing 
back plate reducing noise 
levels during operation.

DOUBLE SEALED
Double sealed superior water 
tightness.

COMPATIBILITY
Compatible with different 
Roca built-in mixers, including 
manual and thermostatic 
options.

YEARS

GU
ARANTEE

5



New brassware collectionInsignia

50

170

150

    
l/min5.0

Medium height basin mixers
Includes 5 l/min flow limiter and 3/8” flexible supply 
hoses
5A323AC00 Smooth body* £350.00 (£420.00)
5A333AC00 With pop-up waste  £375.00 (£450.00)

198

111
186

Deck-mounted 4-hole bath-shower mixer
Includes Stella handset and bath spout
5A093AC00   £1,092.00 (£1,310.40)

180

160

    

Built-in thermostatic mixer
5A2C3AC00 With 1 outlet £420.00 (£504.00)
Required:
525869403  RocaBox  £79.70 (£95.64)



Cold Start Evershine Safe Touch Quick 
Reaction Security 38o ECO 50% 

Watersaving

Due to manufacturing processes all dimensions are approximate.   Dimensions in mm.   The prices shown are recommended retail prices excluding VAT (including VAT is shown in brackets).
*Please note: Smooth body basin mixers do not come with a waste.   The recommended waste is the Standard press down waste Ref. D50010005 £15.89 (£19.07).

51

260
240

80

180

196
115

92

   
l/min5.0

    
l/min5.0

 

Extended height basin mixers
Includes 5 l/min flow limiter and 3/8” flexible 
supply hoses

Wall-mounted basin mixer
Includes 1/2” connection

Bidet mixer
Includes 3/8” flexible supply hoses

5A3A3AC00 Smooth body* £425.00 (£510.00)
5A343AC00 With pop-up waste  £450.00 (£540.00)

5A353AC00  £350.00 (£420.00)
Required:
525220603 RocaBox £93.94 (£112.73)

5A603AC00 With pop-up waste  £375.00 (£450.00)

180

160

180

160

180

160

        

Built-in mixer
Includes an automatic diverter

Built-in mixer Built-in thermostatic mixer
Includes an automatic diverter

5A0B3AC00 With 2 outlets   £280.00 (£336.00)
Required:
525869403  RocaBox  £79.70 (£95.64)

5A2B3AC00 With 1 outlet £260.00 (£312.00)
Required:
525869403  RocaBox  £79.70 (£95.64)

5A0C3AC00 With 2 outlets £450.00 (£540.00)
Required:
525869403  RocaBox  £79.70 (£95.64)

186
60

233

Stella handset Wall-mounted bath spout RocaBox
Concealed shower valve housing for installation 

5B9B61C00  £38.00 (£45.60) 5A0703C00  £190.00 (£228.00) 525869403   £79.70 (£95.64)

l/min

WRAS approved product:

The Water Label:



New brassware collectionNaia

52

167

100

    

l/min5.7

Basin mixer
Includes 5 l/min flow limiter and 1/2” flexible supply 
hoses
5A3296C0R  Smooth body* £172.84 (£207.41)
5A3096C0R  With pop-up waste  £193.79 (£232.55)

80

180

     
l/min5.7

Wall-mounted basin mixer
5A3596C00  £270.00  (£324.00)
Required:
525220603  RocaBox  £93.94 (£112.73)

ø160 ø160

 A  B

        

   

Built-in mixer
Includes an automatic diverter
5A0B96C00 With 2 outlets  A  £183.31 (£219.97)
5A2B96C00 With 1 outlet  B  £162.36 (£194.83)
Required:
525869403  RocaBox £79.70 (£95.64)



Due to manufacturing processes all dimensions are approximate.   Dimensions in mm.   The prices shown are recommended retail prices excluding VAT (including VAT is shown in brackets).
*Please note: Smooth body basin mixers do not come with a waste.   The recommended waste is the Standard press down waste Ref. D50010005 £15.89 (£19.07).

53

185

118

219

152

285

218

    

l/min5.7
    

l/min5.7
    

l/min5.7

Medium height basin mixer
Includes 5 l/min flow limiter and 1/2” flexible 
supply hoses

Medium plus height basin mixer
Includes 5 l/min flow limiter and 1/2” flexible 
supply hoses

Extended basin mixer
Includes 5 l/min flow limiter and 1/2” flexible 
supply hoses

5A3996C0R  Smooth body* £273.00 (£327.60) 5A3D96C0R Smooth body* £305.00 (£366.00) 5A3796C0R  Smooth body* £298.00 (£357.60)

152

90

215

140

215

176

   
l/min5.7

  

Bidet mixer
Includes 5 l/min flow limiter and 3/8” flexible 
supply hoses

Wall-mounted shower mixer
Excluding kit

Wall-mounted bath-shower mixer
Excluding kit

5A6096C00 With retractable chain £183.31 (£219.97) 5A2196C00  £209.50 (£251.40) 5A0296C00  £235.69 (£282.83)

221.5ø60

220

160

220
160

       
l/min13.1

Wall-mounted bath spout Deck-mounted bath filler Deck-mounted bath-shower mixer 
Includes 1.7m shower hose, handset and wall 
bracket

525308900  £157.13 (£188.56) 5A1996C00  £246.16 (£295.39) 5A1896C00  £261.88 (£314.26)

Evershine Cold Start Softurn®

l/min

WRAS approved product:

The Water Label:



New brassware collectionMonodin-N

54

153

78

     
l/min5.7

Basin mixer
Includes aerator, flow straightener and 1/2” flexible 
supply hoses
5A3298C0R  Smooth body* £125.03 (£150.04)
5A3098C0R  With pop-up waste  £144.64 (£173.57)

ø160

 

Built-in mixer
Includes an automatic diverter
5A0698C00 With 2 outlets £213.15 (£255.78)



Due to manufacturing processes all dimensions are approximate.   Dimensions in mm.   The prices shown are recommended retail prices excluding VAT (including VAT is shown in brackets).
*Please note: Smooth body basin mixers do not come with a waste.   The recommended waste is the Standard press down waste Ref. D50010005 £15.89 (£19.07).

55

129

59

215
215

136

    

Bidet mixer
Includes swivel flow regulator and 3/8” flexible 
supply hoses

Wall-mounted bath-shower mixer
Excluding kit

Wall-mounted shower mixer
Excluding kit

5A6098C00  With pop-up waste £200.34 (£240.41)
5A6198C00 With retractable chain £167.19 (£200.63)

5A0298C00  £157.13 (£188.56)
Easy Fix Kit:
D50010022  £31.55 (£37.86)

5A2198C00  £125.70 (£150.84)
Easy Fix Kit:
D50010022  £31.55 (£37.86)

ø160

220
160

220
160

       

Built-in mixer Deck-mounted bath-shower mixer 
Includes 1.7m shower hose, handset and wall 
bracket

Deck-mounted bath filler

5A2298C00 With 1 outlet £137.02 (£164.42) 5A1807C00   £245.83 (£295.00) 5A1907C00   £232.29 (£278.75)

Evershine Cold Start Eco flow rate at 5 litres per minute Softurn®

l/min

WRAS approved product:

The Water Label:



142

90

   

Basin mixer
Includes 5 l/min flow limiter and 1/2” flexible supply 
hoses
5A3B01C0R Smooth body* £256.93 (£308.32) 
5A3A01C0R With pop-up waste £269.83 (£323.80) 

New brassware additions
L90C

56

Atlas

220

160

 

Deck-mounted bath filler
5A1990C00  £259.90 (£311.88)

L90C

ATLAS

L90C

ATLAS



172

118

   

Medium height basin mixer
Includes 5 l/min flow limiter and 1/2” flexible 
supply hoses
5A3C01C0R  Smooth body* £360.13 (£432.16)

220
160

ø160 ø160

   

Deck-mounted bath-shower mixer
Includes 1.7m flexible supply hose, handset 
and wall bracket

Built-in mixer
Includes an automatic diverter

Built-in mixer

5A1890C00  £273.62 (£328.34) 5A0690C00 With 2 outlets £157.13 (£188.56) 5A2290C00 With 1 outlet £136.18 (£163.42)

Due to manufacturing processes all dimensions are approximate.   Dimensions in mm.   The prices shown are recommended retail prices excluding VAT (including VAT is shown in brackets).
*Please note: Smooth body basin mixers do not come with a waste.   The recommended waste is the Standard press down waste Ref. D50010005 £15.89 (£19.07).

57

Evershine Cold Start Eco flow rate at 5 litres per minute Softurn®
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New brassware additions
Wall-mounted
basin mixers

NAIA



Due to manufacturing processes all dimensions are approximate.   Dimensions in mm.   The prices shown are recommended retail prices excluding VAT (including VAT is shown in brackets). 59

L90INSIGNIA NAIA

80

180

    
l/min5.0

Wall-mounted basin mixer
Includes 1/2” connector
5A353AC00 Insignia face plate £350.00 (£420.00)
Required:
525220603  RocaBox for wall-mounted  

basin mixers £93.94 (£112.73)
  Total: £443.94 (£532.73)

80

180

    
l/min5.0

Wall-mounted basin mixer
5A3L20C00 L90 face plate £300.00 (£360.00)
Required:
525220603  RocaBox for wall-mounted  

basin mixers £93.94 (£112.73)
  Total: £393.94 (£472.73)

80

180

    
l/min5.0

Wall-mounted basin mixer
5A3596C00 Naia face plate £270.00 (£324.00)
Required:
525220603  RocaBox for wall-mounted  

basin mixers £93.94 (£112.73)
  Total: £363.94 (£436.73)

LANTA

80

180

    
l/min5.0

Wall-mounted basin mixer
5A3590C00 Atlas face plate £240.00 (£288.00)
Required:
525220603  RocaBox for wall-mounted  

basin mixers £93.94 (£112.73)
  Total: £333.94 (£400.73)

ATLAS

180

    
l/min5.0

Wall-mounted basin mixer
5A3511C00 Lanta face plate £255.00 (£306.00)
Required:
525220603  RocaBox for wall-mounted  

basin mixers £93.94 (£112.73)
  Total: £348.94 (£418.73)

L20

180

80

    
l/min5.0

Wall-mounted basin mixer
5A3L09C00 L20 face plate £220.00 (£264.00)
Required:
525220603  RocaBox for wall-mounted  

basin mixers £93.94 (£112.73)
  Total: £313.94 (£376.73)

RocaBox
Concealed housing for installation with  
wall-mounted basin mixer
525220603   £93.94 (£112.73)

ROCABOX

Evershine Eco flow rate at 5 litres per minute Softurn®

80

l/min

WRAS approved product:

The Water Label:
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180

     

RO
CABOX

C
OMPATIB

LE

Thermostatic built-in mixer
Includes an automatic diverter
5A0C1AC00 With 2 outlets £445.00 (£534.00)
Required:
525869403 Rocabox shower valve 
 housing unit £79.90 (£95.64)

New thermostatic additions
T-1000 Square

60

T-2000

160

180

     

RO
CABOX

C
OMPATIB

LE

Thermostatic built-in mixer
Includes an automatic diverter
5A0C88C00  With 2 outlets £450.43 (£540.52)
Required:
525869403 Rocabox shower valve 
 housing unit £79.90 (£95.64)

T-1000 SQUARE

T-2000

T-1000 SQUARE

T-2000



Evershine Safe Touch Quick Reaction Security 38o ECO 50% Watersaving
RO

CABOX

C
OMPATIB

LE

Rocabox compatible

160

180

320 320

     

RO
CABOX

C
OMPATIB

LE         

Thermostatic built-in mixer Thermostatic wall-mounted bath-
shower mixer
Excluding kit

Thermostatic wall-mounted shower 
mixer
Excluding kit

5A2C1AC00 With 1 outlet  £415.00 (£498.00)
Required:
525869403 Rocabox shower valve 
 housing unit £79.90 (£95.64)

5A121AC00  £450.00 (£540.00) 5A141AC00  £390.00 (£468.00)

160

180

150

280

150

310

     

RO
CABOX

C
OMPATIB

LE     

Thermostatic built-in mixer 3-way built-in mixer
Brass plate with 1/4 turn handle design

3-way built-in mixer
ABS plate with 1/4 turn handle design

5A2C88C00 With 1 outlet  £429.48 (£515.38)
Required:
525869403 Rocabox shower valve 
 housing unit £79.90 (£95.64)

D50010025 With 3 outlets £675.00 (£810.00) D50010026 With 3 outlets  £500.00 (£600.00)

Due to manufacturing processes all dimensions are approximate.   Dimensions in mm.   The prices shown are recommended retail prices excluding VAT (including VAT is shown in brackets). 61

TAJO-T



500

500

Ceiling or wall-mounted shower head
Polished stainless steel
5B3550C00 500mm x 500mm £500.00 (£600.00)

Wall fixing kits:
5B0350C00 Wall fixing kit - 500mm £47.21 (£56.65)
5B0250C00 Wall fixing kit - 400mm £37.76 (£45.31)
5B0150C00 Wall fixing kit - 300mm £28.32 (£33.98)

Ceiling fixing kits:
5B0650C00 Ceiling fixing kit - 300mm £37.76 (£45.31)
5B0550C00 Ceiling fixing kit - 200mm £28.32 (£33.98)
5B0450C00 Ceiling fixing kit - 100mm £18.89 (£22.67)

New shower head additions

New operating panel additions

RainDream

62

EP-2 & PL7

160

250

    

EP-2 Dual Flush
Compatible with all installation systems and 
concealed cisterns excluding under-window options
890102009  Standard  £714.92 (£857.90)
890103009  Compact  £714.92 (£857.90)

RAINDREAM

PL7

RAINDREAM

EP-2



Easy clean Automatic flush Touch free Motion sensor Four colour options Mains operated

350

350 ø380

Built-in shower head
Polished stainless steel

Built-in shower head
Polished stainless steel 

5B3250C00 350mm x 350mm  £598.00 (£717.60) 5B3150C00 ø380mm £572.00 (£686.40)

160

250

PL7 Dual Flush
Compatible with all installation systems and 
concealed cisterns
890088206  Matt black  £44.86 (£53.83)
890088207  Matt white  £44.86 (£53.83)
890088308  Black with glass finish  £56.08 (£67.30)
890088309  White with glass finish  £56.08 (£67.30)

Due to manufacturing processes all dimensions are approximate.   Dimensions in mm.   The prices shown are recommended retail prices excluding VAT (including VAT is shown in brackets). 63

PL7

Matt black

Matt white

Black with glass finish

White with glass finish

Finishes 

Installation systems
For details on Roca’s compatible 
Installation systems, view our 
brochures online at  
www.uk.roca.com 

email us at  
marketing@uk.roca.net

or contact the team to  
request a hard copy on  
01530 830080.



Roca Ltd. 
Samson Road, Hermitage Ind. Estate,  

Coalville, Leics. LE67 3FP 
Telephone 01530 830 080 

Fax 01530 830 010 
www.uk.roca.com

Roca Ireland 
Unit 628A, Jordanstown Avenue, 

Greenogue Industrial Estate, 
Rathcoole,  

County Dublin
Telephone (01) 401 9340

www.uk.roca.com
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